OLD ORTHODOXIES AMID NEW EXPERIENCES:
THE SOUTH WEST AFRICA (NAMffiIA) LITIGATION
AND THE UNCERTAIN JURISPRL'DENCE OF THE
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JVSTICE
EDWARD GORDON'

The obscurity into which the International Court of Justice
seems to have languished b~ings to mind an observation made
not long ago by Richard C Hottelet, C. B. S. news correspondent writing in mitigation of charges that the United Nations
was yielding its destiny by default Wrote Hottelet:
If the organization and its efforts seem pale, somewhat less

than real - even ridiculous or contemptible to those with a craving for dramatic E'uccess
that is because it is regarded in the
light of what it coald have tried a.nd should have done and might

have oee!1)

Applied to any institutional decision process, such subjunctive
criteria presume that there exist relatively stable expectations
concerning the nature of the tnstitution, the objectives it ought
to be pursuing, and the limits of its capacity to pursue them.
Specifically, with respect to the World Court, they presume
some qualitative identification of the institution as an adjudicative process) one that derives from an empirically-oriented understanding of the bases of its authority to decide disputes, the
sources o'f decisional criteria it applies, and the interaction constantly taktng place between the Court and other institutionalized decision processes, especially the larger political process
by which the Court's judgments are transformed ir:to social
action. 2
Yet, in assesstng the Court's apparent predicament, one is
struck by the prominence in its jurisprudence of an assumption
that courts 01 law are essentially homogeneous, that the Court
is cast in substantially the same mold as courts of law are
everywhere, inevitably cast. Arguably, this attitude serves to
accommodate the diverse jurisprudential predispositions which
the Court as an ecumenical judiciary collects. It does so, however, at the extravagant price of ignoring contextual and phenomenological differences.
L Dimensions of the Utility of Interno;tional Adjudication
In the Conditions oj Admission case, the late Judge Alvarez
wrote that:
*Member, New York Bar, Copyright is retained by the author,
1 Book review, Washington Post) October 25, 1970, at 5.
:! This transformation is the focus of inquiry in ,\V, lVi, REISMA.... ,
A"D REVISION (1970).
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ITJhe fact shou:d be stressed that an institl.<tion, once established,
acquires a life of its 0\\'1'., independent of the eler.1£'~ts which have
given birth to it, and it must develop, not in accordance with the
views of !ohose who created it, but in accordance 'with the requirements of international life)i

The life of the Court, too, is an ongoing process. l'ieither the
the United:\'ations Charter nor the Court's own Statute' reveals
any eternal verities about international cQurts. 6 E-ach describes
the latter in greater detail- the formal structure of the
Court, the more or less technical characteristics of its procedures and proceedings: for all purposes relevant to the present
inquiry, its institutional shell, For its substantive character,
indeed for that of any adjudicative institution, one must look
not only to its conceptual and stru~;tural origins) but also to
the internal commerce of people and ideas which are its lifeblood and to the interaction with contending social processes
which identify its social experiences.
This is not to suggest that courts of law are in variably
spontaneous exercises in political imagination) much less that
diversity for its own sake is an institutional virtue. Rather, it
is to suggest that courts of law are by their very nature social
experiments) heterogeneous even when apparently isomorphic,
which become and remain justifiable allocations of social decision prerogatives only to the extent that the c'Jmulative effects
of their judgments and the values" they comprehend conform
to the needs and goal-objectives of the communities they serve,'
It follows that perceptions of the Court as an institution
which are based for the most part upon its te"minological identification as a "court," or even as the "principal judicial organ"
of the U,N., are mistaken in assumjng that its retention of what
are thought to be traditional juridical conventions assures its
worth to the world community. Seemingly constant or fundamental similarities among dispute settlement modalities identified as judicial ones can establish useful enough starting poi;ts
or generalized parameters for distinguishing a particular process
or its techniques from others. However r it beconles i;:onic and
Conditions of Admission of a. State to Membership in the United Nations,
:1947-48~ r.C.J. Rep. at 63 (separate opinion), See ger~er!lUy E, G~rdon,
The Wor/,d Co'U.rt and the Interpretation oj Constitutive Treaties, 59
AM. J. INI"L L. 794, 826-32 (1965).
'1 He:'einaiter the "Cha:-ter" ar.d the "Statute," respectively,
;; See Goldie. The Connally Reservation: A Shield jar an Ad,1Jersary, 9
U.C,LA L, REv. 277. 280 (1962),
e The term "value" is used herein to refer to 'Drefen'ed events as a class
Sec H, LASSWF',LL & A. KAPLAN, POWE" Ah"D' SOCIETY 56-73 (1950); and
M, McDOUGAL & ASSOCIATES" STUDIF,S IN WOlU~D Puuuc ORDER 3:-36 (1960),
,. CompaTe REISMAN, supra note 2, at 221,
:.l
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self -defeating when such identifying generalities - themselves
no more than the sum or average of past and current institu...
tional adaptations to socia1 and political conditions - deprive a
contemporary ins:itution such as the Court of the capacity to
adapt to the unique social and political conditions with which
it is empirically confronted.
The Court's capacity so to adapt depends upon the extent
to which its Jurisprudential values refer in ration all empirical
terms to the needs and goal-objectives of the world community.
To that extent, mere conformity to past or supposedly perfect
models of juridical performance runs the risk of interfering
with the development of a socially useful jurisprudence or, at
best, of being no more than coincidental to it.
Jenks)B Reisrnan!! and Rosenne)tO each according to his own
analytical style, have surveyed the elemer.ts of adjudication
which have accorded it certain advantages over other decision
modalities in :he international arena. From their several approaches and notwithstanding differences in emphasis among
them) four surnmary categories of advantageous qualities seem
~o emerge; (1) the relative fairness of the process (e.g., disputants tend to be equalized, decision determinar.ts tend to
be generalized and applied consistently in like circumstances);
(2) its substitution of persuasive strategies for those of raw or
coercive force; (3) its restriction of the conflict to a largely
symbolic adversarial battleground; and (4) the cathartic effects
of its ritualized form of combat. Clearly, these categories are
not parallel. Virtually all international litigation achieves the
second and third, hefore it becomes certain whether the first
and fourth have also been accomplished. For the Court, achieving all fOllr outcomes appears to be desirable in :erms of re~
acquiring popular acceptance.
Popular expectatior,s about bolh the techniques of adjudication and their consequences do not always correspond to the
essentials of institutional social utility. For ir.stance, adjudication has r:ow proved its case, so to speak, in so many societal
settings that it is sometimes assumed to be an indispensable
element of societal development" Rosenne notes that the in:e8
l.l

C. W. JENKS, THE PROSPECTS OF IN'l'ERNATIONAL
RElSMAN, supra note 2, especially ch. 8.

ADJUDICATION

(1964),

U) S. ROSEN~E, THE LAW A~D PRAC11CE OF T}lE INTERNATIONAL COURT (1965).
H

Professor Reisman argues tha: "It is h!storically untenable to contend
that some sort of adjudicative syste::rJ. is an invariable man:'iestation of
comn:unity organizatior:: 8T that no community, as 3uch, has ever existed
without men a process." REISMAN, supm note 2. at 228. But he adds:
"Historicai studies and anthropological data do, however, suggest that
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gration of the Court into +he United Nations political system
I?roceeded from an analogous assumption "tha: the world organization, already possessed of executive, deliberative and administrative organs; would be incomplete unless it possessed a
fully integrated judicial system of its own,"" Whether or not
this assumption is supportable historically appears to depend
upon the degree of generality with which one defines "judicial
system. til:: From a contemporary vantage point, if one adheres
to the formulation of social utility herein presented, the indispensability of adjudication to the development of an international public order certainly has yet to be proved,
This seems equally true of a host of other assumptions
about and popular attitudes towards adjudication, notwithstanding the rear guard contention that the sum of all popular expectations about adjudication, regardless of the empirical validity of each of them, has contributed to the durability of adjudication as a social decision process, Illustrating popular enchantment with non-vital aspects of adjudication, Professor
Reisman alludes to !he "compelling romanticism attached to a
dramatic arena (with an audience) in which individual champions match skills in a duel for high stakes;" with the assumption that "truth will tell" in an adversarial process; and with the
depiction of adjudication as the acme of civilized dispute resolution," One might add, as a further illustration, the contagious
illusion that the rigorous constraints of strict reason, faithfully
observed by judges, assures absolutely their neutrality and
that of the judgment criteria (i,e., the law) they invoke,"
In terms of consciously enhancing the contemporary worth
of the Court, relianee upon essentially irrational attitudes towards adjUdication is a doubtful strategy, The spread of scientific inquiry to the social sciences is exposing all of our social
institutions to the intolerant glare of systematic, rational scrutiny, exposure to which our legal institutions, for the most part,
have 110t previously been subjected to such a oegree, As Rose;;ne
observes," attention to realities, harsh though they may he,
as the i~teraction rate of a society i'1creased, ar:d so!nc structural specialization developed, ins~jtutionaHz.ed 3.Jld ri:ualized decision processes
cmc:rged." Id. at 22$1.
12

S. ROSENNE', TIlE

13

See Schwartz & Mi11er, Legal EvoLution o:!nd Societal Complexity, 70

:4
]f,

it,

\VORLD COUla': WHAT IT IS AND How IT

WORKS 36 (1962).

AM, J, Soc. 159, 168 (1964),
Supra note 10, at 6.
REI!).MAN, supra note 2, at 7, J\s to the last-mentiof'.cd of these, compare
JENKS, S'!lpra note 8, especially ch. 11.
Discussed recer.t:.y in Wrigh:, Pro;c5sor Bickel" th,r2 Scr.,olarl'!/ Tradition,
and the Supreme Court 84 HARY. r" Rrv. 769 (1971),
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cannot spoil an institution of proved and accepted worth. It
can, to the contrary, help to rid it of impediments to its continuing social merit.
It is not essential to a rejection of irrationality as a strategy
for enhancing the social worth of the Court that. one reject all
expectations of dubious empirical validity, or even outright
misconceptions of the nature of adjudicative techniques, are
bound to compromise the integrity of the process or lead to its
disintegration once exposed. To begin with, this simply is not
t.he case. It is no longer a novel proposition that bell, book and
candle have as legitimate a claim to the history of adjudication
as a social decision process as dOl saYl reason and social justice,
Indeed, in our own country's judicial history the generous allocation of decision-making prerogatives to courts of law, although owing in part to the Supreme Court's early and successful appropriation of the power to review the acts of other
branches of government for fneir constitutionality,11 seems to
have its ultimate source in Son1e essentially emotional attitudes
toward authority and decisiveness which in our society are transferred in a collective way to judicial tribunals, especially Our
highest ones. Whether this generosity would have been as
lavish if popular attitudes towards adjudication were required
to undergo some test of empirical validity is problematical.
Nonetheless, if social influence is a proper measure of institutional vigor, then one cannot help but observe, in the spirit of
de Tocqueville, that we have become highly accustomed to reducing to legal value symbols and to resolving in. judicial
combat an imposing variety of social conflicts embracing contending social valuesY~

The point, in any event, is not that all irrational attitudes
must be swept away in the name of institutional integrity, regardless of whether the institution expires in the process. It is
that any inquiry whose purpose is the redirection of institutional energies to more empirically relevant ends cannot be
oblivious to trans empirical directives when these are apparent
or implicit in the institution's work product. It is, moreover,
that such redirection of energies must proceed rationally to be
worthwhile.

17 CT. A, M. BICKEL, TITE LEAST DANGl::nOtiS BRANCH (1962), cspecia::lJ ch, 1.
18

tr

A cireurnstance not always regarded as wholesome, c.g.~ D. Acheson,
The PurLoined Papers, New York Times, July 7, 1971 at 37, coL 1.
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of Institutional

ReWed concepts of the Court's identity, oiten concepts
which aSSUn1€ fixed charac-:eristics about the institution on
the basis of its terminological idcntity alone, usually appear
in the form of statements that the Court, because it is a court
of law - or the judges; because they are juridical beingsm,ust adhere to some line of reasoning or, in the I!egative, ffi14,St
not '.mdc;rtake some proposed inquiry or follow some proposed
line "Of reasoning. To do otherwise: so the logic suggests, is to
deprive the resulting judgment of its judicial character. Taken
literally, the norm appears to prohibit inquiry into the decision
to which it leads, let alone its policy content It runs, to borro\\'
Karl Llewellyn's phrase, in deductive form with an air or expressior:. of single-line inevitability,ll' Thus, in. the Case Concerning the Northern Cameroons, Preliminary Objections, the Court
observed:
There are inhel'Cllt limitations on the exercise of -the judicial
functio!; whict the Court, as a Court of Justice, (:on never ignore,
There may thus be an incompatibili:y between the desires of an
applic311'!-, 0:', indeEd, (Jf both pa:,ties to a C'.1se, on the one h~\l1d,
and or. the otaer hand the duty 0; the Court to ma:'nuiin Its j'J.dicia! character. The Court itself. D_Dd not the p'lrties, must be the
guardinn of the Court's judicial integrity,20

Because the consequences of "losing" the presumeci judicial
character are often) as here, left ominously vague and because
that character tends to be identified on an ad hoc, rather than
a systen:atic basis, the sentiment expressed in NDrthern CameroonS" by the Court ecu;ily ler..ds itself to service as euphernistic
rationale for decisional preferences -'which result" consciously
or uncor..sciollsly, from unidentified policy considerations. One
recalls in this vein a comment of the late Judge Lauterpachtindicative of his judicial perspective although in fact written
in 1949 prior to his election to the Court-in which he noted,..
that judicial rules of construc:ion are:
j

not the determir.ing cause of judicial dec~sior., but ~he form :in
which the ~udge cloaks a res:.;.lt arrived at by oL""ler means, .
[T~t.e very choice of any single rule cr of a ('Ombination .. ,
of them is the result cf a judgmer:t arrived at ir.dependently of
ahY t'U~e$ of construction) by reference to ccnsidemtions of good
iaith, of justice, and of pubHc policy.:!)
WK, LLF;WEaYN, THE COM:r....:::O~ LAW TRADlTION-D}x:mI~G ApPEALS 38

(1960) .

2" [H163:

I.c.J. Rep. at 29.

::~ Restrict';;!1e

Interpret.atio'f! and the Pr~ncipl.e of Effectiveness in the Interpretation of TrC(I!ies, 26 BRIT. y, B. INT1J., L, 48, 52 (l949) ,
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Accordingly, there is cause for suspicion when the Couro appears to resign itself to purportedly unalterable rules 0.1 inquiry.
No doubt, there are practical limits beyond which the Court
itself) operating within its distinctive political environment,
ought to pursue the resolution of a question before it. It is
when presumed limits are pronounced in the name of judicial
verities, without reference to empirical distinctions among
courts, that the Court's submission to the fates of adjudication
tends to become illusory self-denial of the existence of judicial
choice. The more ambiguous the source or reference of the
presumed imperatives, naturally, the more likely it is that a
denial of judicial choice serves to conceal··- even from the
judges themselves
the fact that the judges, not the imperatives, are actually responsible for the results which follow.
The presence of imperatives which conceal judicial volition
is most apparent in caSes whose outcome promises to be controversial, where the nature of the dispute before them leaves
the judges with no' real alternative to performing transparently
coordinate political functions. Especially for an und.ecided
judge, the illusion of preordained passivity serves to soothe an
uneasy conscience and) perhaps, to persuade him to accede to
what is apt to be the more unpopular of several possible
rUlings. Willy-nilly, a judge may reason (or instinctively feel),
in merely being a judge he is not d.oing anything for which it
would be proper to hold him personally accountable.
This calls to mind an observation of Justice Holmes, viz:
I think it is: import.ant to remember whe:;.ever a doubtful case
arises, with analogies on one 5ide and at-he:' analogi.;:s on the other,
that what is reany before us is a conflict between two social
desires, each of w"hicb seeks to extend its domin:cn over the case,
and which can:-tot both have the:r way.
When there is dOUbt
t.he simple tool of logic does :lot suffice, and even if it is disguised
or unconscious, the judges iirC called ;.tpon to exercise the sovereign prerogative of cnoice,22

In the tradition of legal realism, Justice Holmes' insights
seem self-evident. Yet, when competition between social ideas
finds its way into the courtroom, courts come under attack for
venturing beyond their rightful limits and' efforts are made to
distinguish jUdicial functions from political ones. Where constitutional guidelines distribute authority among various branches
of government, typically the case in national political systems,
the distinction concentrates on the branch of government whose
authority the courts are allegedly usurping. However, the U.N.
22

"Law in Science and Science in Law," in CoHccted- Legat Papers 229
{1920), cited in K ROSTOW, THE SOVEREICN PREROGATIVE (l962), at xiii.
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political system is not possessed of an analogom distribution
of political authority and, as Rosenne points out, "while it is
frequently possible in the Charter to differentiate between
I particularJ junctions, it is quite another matter when i: comes
to differentiating either the organs, or the applicable techniques.":;;{ Often, when the Cour: itself considers whether or
not to deal with a particular issue because the issue is intertwined with political considerations, its frarrIe of reference is
a reified concept of the Court as a judicial~· which is sometimes to say, non-political ~ institution.") Justiciability tends to
be regarded as an unchanging quality, rei/ied along with the
Court's institutional identity.

3,

The South West Africa Litigation

Vv'bat brings these thoughts to mind is the prolonged South
West Africa litigation, particularly its two most recent episodes, The litigation, it will be recalled, grew out of the extension hy the Republic of South Africa of its domestic racial
policies into territory----,JSouth West Africa" or, as it is now
called in the U,N" "Namibia"
it administers as the result
of a League of Nations mandate (hereinafter the "Mandate"),
The original gravamen of the complaint against South Africa
was tbat its administration of the Mandate has been inconsistent
with applicable international standards and a violation of its
obligations under Article 2 of the Mandate "to promote to the
utmost the material and moral well-being and the social progress of the inhabitants of the Territory," South Africa has
denied the charges and has maintalned that) in any event) with
the dissolution of the League of Nations the League's supervisory rights over the administration of the Mandate have
lapsed and neither the U,N, nor fo,mer members of the League
have succeeded to the League's legal rights or interests therein,
The legal issues to which the dispute has been reduced have
been overshadowed,
and larg'e, by its political, indeed ideological. content. Legality) as dlspensed by the Court, has been
a symbol for social propriety, for conformity with the Charter
supra note :0, at 3,
The present writer
p:'eviously had .occasion to describe the distinction
between judicia~
poli:ical tasks appearjr.g in the Court's own jUti'>prudence. GOR;:JON. 8Up1'C note 3, at 800. He (.'oncl~lded thE:ll. as he does
now that the Court would one day be drawn to the conclusion tha: :egal
a!ld poEtical tasks a,'\!: not :r::mtually exclusive, ~hat adjudication is a social
process wbich nght1y (mel inherenCy lnteracts with aU other important
instltutionB sr.d processes of org&nized SOCIety, and that pspecially for
the Court, given it:; hybrid judicial-diplomatic cho:=,rader-little is accomplished nnd !11Uch is concealed f:::'om analysis by any attempt to
place the two functional areas ir, dialectical opposition.

:;3 ROSENNE 1
~4
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or, to the extent that general principles of international law
circumscribe the goal-objectives of the Charter, for conformity
with general international law. However) for the Court, the
matter has also evoked root questions of its competence to hear
and decide a dispute which has been social and political, as
well as, above all, controversiaL
By 1966 the matter had come before the Court in one context or another on fjve occasions, In ] 950, responding to a reouest from the General Assembly, the Court handed down an
;dvisory opinion'·l to the effect that the Territory was still
under international mandate; that South Africa retained her
international obligations under the Mandate; that the supervisory powers, particularly the right to receive and examine,.
annual reports from South Africa, previously exercised by the
League, were to be exercised by the U.N.; and that South
Africa was not competent to modify the international status
of the Territory without the L'.N.'s consent. In 1!f55 26 and
1956.." in each instance at the request of the General Assembly,
the Court handed down further opinions coufinning the supervisory role of the L'.N. over South Africa's administration of
the Mandate.
(a)

The South West Africa Cases

The parties to the Statute do not undertake to be bound by
the Court's advisory opinions, however, and South Africa not
unexpectedly refused to accept the three opinions pertaining
to the Mandate. In reaction, the Empire of Ethiopia and the
Republic of Liberia, the only i\frican States other than South
Africa which had been members of the League, initiated contentious proceedings against South lurica in 1960, attempting
thereby to transform the Court's previous opinions into a "binding" judgment which might be enforced by the Security Council under Article 94 of the Charter." The applicants asked the
Court to confirm its earlier rulings and to declare, in so many
International Status of South \Vest Africa, [1950] I.C.J, Rep, 128.
Voting Procedure on Questions Relating to Reports and Petitions Concerning the Territory of Soath "Vest Africa, [1955] LC.J, Rep, 67.
27 AdmiEsibili"!:.y of Hea::'jngs of Petitior.ers by the COlnmjttee on South West
Africa, [1956] LC.J. Rep. 23.
28 Article 94 of the Cha:ter proyides as rollows;
1, Each IVlember 0: the Un~ted Nations undertakes to comply
with the decisicn of the Inten:stional Cou!:'t of Justice in any case
which it is a party.
'
2, If any party to a ca~e faiL:;; to perform the obligations incumbent upon it :mder a judgment rendered by the Court the other
may haye recourse to the Security Council which :rnay, if it
necessary, make recoIn.'11endations or dedde upon measures to
taken to give effect to the judgment.
25

~11

to
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words, that South Africa had violated its obligations under
the Mandate.
In 1961, South Africa raised certain preliminary objections:!\! which) under the Court's procedural rules, had the effect
of suspending the proceedings on the merits. The objections
were based upon the language of Article 7 (2) of the Mandate,
which provides that:
if any dispu~e y,vhatevet should 3.1'1".e between thE' !'vlandatory
and anoth0l' member of the League of Nations relating to the
jnterpretatior. or the application of the provisions of the Mandate,
such dlspute, if it Cb.nno~ be settled by negotiatIOn, shall be sub~
mitted to the Permaner.t Court of Inter:r.ational Ju&tit:e,

and Article 37 of the Statute, which states that:
whenever a treaty or convention in force provides for reference of
a matter, . to the Permanent Court of Inter:t!ational Justice, :he
n1Btter sbaH be referred to the Interna:ional Court of Jl1':tice.

South Africa contended that the Mandate was not a "treaty
or convention in force~' within the meaning of Artlc1e 37;
neither of the applicants could be described as 'Ianother mell1ber of the League of Natjons" as required for lOClis standi by
Article 7(2) of the l\':andate; there was no dispute as envjsaged
by Article 7 (2) in that. no material jnterests of the applicants
or of their nationals \l;re-re involved; and the applicants had
made no attempt to negotiate Ii settlement of the dispute with
South Africa.
By a vote of ejght to seven, the Court dismissed these objections, remarking at one pojnt that:
[TJhe rc.anifeSl scope and purport of U:e provisions of [Article 7J
indicate that the Members of the League were u!1derstood Lc have
a }ega~ right or interest in the observance b5~ the Mandatory of
its obliga::ions both toward the inhabitants of the J:viandated Ter~
ritory, and tov...'ard the League of Nations and its members,so

However, in 1966, in the proceedings on the merits - the socalled Second Phase,'! -lhe Court in effect reversed itself,
this time when a seven to seven tie vote was broken, pursuant
to the Statute,"' by the casting vote of the President of the
Court, Sir Percy Spender. The Court decided that the applicants had not established any legal right or interest in the subject matter of their claim, that is, in the observance by South
Africa of its obligations under the Mandate.
To reach this conclusion, the Court chose to review the
Z:l

South West Africa Cases, Preliminary Objections, [1962] LC.J. Rep, 319.

B" ld. at 343.
ill South \Vest Africa Cases, Second
32Art 55(2),

P:laSf:,

n966J LC.J. Rep. 4.
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entire mandate system, not just the "landate itself, for it felt
that the Mandate en50yed certain features in common with the
other mandates. The substantjve provisions of mandates~ the
Court found, could be divided into two categories: first, those
articles defining the mandatory's obligations in respect of the
inhabitants of the territory and tinvard the League (which the
Court labelled "condue:" provisions); and second, articles conferring rights relative to the mandated territory directly upon
members of the League as individual States, or in favor of
their nationals (which the Com; called "sp!'cial interests" provisions), The Court determined that the dispute before it related solely to the conduct provisions of the Mandate and that
these provisions did not confer any legal right or interest in
individual members of the League, Not even the subsequent
dissolution of the League could have invested its members
with legal rights or interests in the conduct provisiollB, the
Court said, inasmuch as the mandatories were agents of the
League, not of its members individually, so that it followed
that the applicants could not possess after the League's dissolution rights of intervention they had not possessed while it
was still in existence. Therefore) case dismissed,
Professor Dugard subsequently summarized the Court's explanation of its different treatment in 1966 of the issue, apparently resolved in applicants' favor in 1962, of their standing
to sue:

1

Ir. brief the Court hC'ld that b 1962 it had been faced solely
with a question of JUI'lsprudence and that it had not been called
upon to decide 'I,'lhether the applica!1ts had an interest i!1 the due
performance by South Africa of her ob:igations under the Mandate (even if it had done so in a 'provisionar way). This was a
question for determination at the merits stage, irrespective of
\vhether it was cl02sified as a question relating to t.1.e merits
but of an 'antecedent character' or as a question relating to the
admjs.qibility of the claim,3il

The "antecedent character" of the question demanded its resolution at the outset of the Court's consideration of the merits of
the rival claims, the Court held, To say the least, this priority
struck some observers as contrived, result-oriented, and in any
event the result
not the rea30n for) the majority 1s decision
to deny applicants' claim, At the same time, incidentally or
not) treating the question as antecedent and deciding it against
sa The reader's ater.tion iE, drawn to this conc:se and lucid surnmary of the
South \Ves/:. Africa litigation 'through 1966 by Professor John Dugard of
the Gniversit;l of 'Witwat.ersrand, Johannesburg, which appears under the
title, The South V/('st Ainca Cas-es, Second. Phru€, 19136, 83 S. AF'R. L. ,T,
429, 440 (:966),
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tho applicants at the outset enabled the court to avoid the
gravamen of their complaint,
One a~xi1iary partjcipant in the litigation, recalling its
planned and inadvertent strategies, has likened litigation to a
two-person zero-sulU game in which plain tiff and defendant
stand to win or lose the same precisely defined amount," Even
assuming there are only two litigants, matters often do not
work out so neatly in practice, especially if one is inolined
to regard the court as a third participant in any litigation and
the relevant community as a fourth, Yet, to the extent that
what were at stake in the South West AfTica Cases were, first,
a value symbol and, second, an effort to transform a previous
judicial allocation of that value symbol into effective social
aelion, South Africa may be said to have "won" and the applicants, for the time heing at least, to have "lost," For this to
have happened it was not essential that the Court decide the
substantive issues in South Africa's favor, Even without deciding these issues, the Court left the impression that international
law does not fo~bid what South Africa is doing in the Territory.
That this impression is not strictly justified by the logic or
specific holding of the decision does not alter the fact that it
was widely enough held for South Africa thereafter to adopt
a posture of legality for its administration of South West
Africa,sii
It could hardly have escaped notice that one practical ex-

planation for the Court's change of heari between 1962 and
1966 was the intervening change in the composition of the
bench, Judges Badawi and Bustamante, each of whom had
voted against South Africa;s preliminary objections) were un~
able to participate in the merits phase because of ill health
(Judge Badawi died during the pendency of the proceedings),
Judge Zafrullah Khan, apparently against rus own wishes, was
persuaded to recuse himself, perhaps because of the partisanship
implicit in his having been appointed ad hoc judge by the applicants prior to being elected to the Court as a regular member.
Such shifts in the Court's ideological center of gravity, not surprising in view of the length of the litigation,'" serve to remind
its critics that the Court is not as utterly depoliticized a process
~H-

D' Amato, Legal. and PoLiticai Strategies of the South West Africa Lttigation, 4 L. IN TRANS, Q. 8 (1967).
;:.r ,\\~hen the SeclUity Council ~ater came to reir.troduce the :natter to the
judicial arena, infra, one factor beari..'1g on its d€'cision to do SO was a
desire to deny this posture to South Africa. See S.W. Africe Plea. to
World Court" The Times (London), July 31, 1970,
:w DugSI'd, supra. r.{)te 33, at 434.
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as some abstract theory would have it. Indeed, judicial history
everywhe:e testifies to its interplay ':villi social tensions. however abrasive they may bel however momentous the interests
at stake, however reluctant courts may be to become involved
in what appears as open competition with other decision"making
institutions, If Professor Falk is correct in describing as carelessness the failure of Afro-Asian countries to oppose the election of judges to the Court who held views antithetical to their
main concerns);'\': perhaps a contributing iactor was a mistaken
assumption that courts of law are by their very nature insulated from social and political tensions.
It should be kept in mind that the 1966 decision did not
specifically disturb the Court's previous findings, in 1950, to the
effect that the U,N. had succeeded to the supervisory functions
of the League,BS The general thrust of the Court's holding in
1966 was that the Court itself was not suited to resolve the
question before it, because it is just a court of law. The reasoning was foreshadowed in 1962 in the joint dissenting opinion
of Judges Fitzmaurice and Spender, their voice later becoming
that of the majority in the Second Phase:
The proper forum for the appreciation and application of a.
provisio!t of this kind [Le., Article 2 of the Mandate] is unquestionaoiy a technical or political one) such as (formerly) the Permanent: 3,-1andate Corr.n:lssion, or the Counci: 0: the League of
~ation.<; - or tlXiay (as regards Trusteeships): :he Trusteeship
Council ami the AssemblY of the Uni::ed Nations, (Emphasis
added.);}!)

Unquestionably? But then what is the source of an unquestionable directive for the Court to eschew the interpretation of an
instrument which allegedly gives rise to international legal
obligations, a task, the Court regularly declares, which is a
distinctly judicia! one?4"
American CQurts have found that whether or not they are
ideally suited in each instance to deal with the disputes they
are asked to resolve, there is little likelihood that they will
readily be forgiven for atterr.pting to excuse themselves from
the task particularly if in doing so they appear to be deciding
the dispute obliquely and arbitrarily, according to some implicit
Falk, Reahsiic Horizons jor I-ntc1'natioT'.at Adjudication, 11 VA. J. INT'L L.
314, 319 (1971).
:tl! See Dugard, The Revocation oj the Mandate jor South West Africa) 62
AM. J. INT'L L. 78, 82 (1968L
"" [1962] l.c'J. Rep. at 467.
40 E.g., P.C.I.J. ser. B, No. 10, al17; p,e,LJ. ser. B, No. 13, at 23; Conditions
of Admission case, supra note a, at 61; Certain Expenses of the United
Nations, [1962] I.C.J. Rep. at 155-56; and the Namibia opinion, infra at 2·1.
;17
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partisanship. Courts tend to be j Lldged less by the niceties of
their in:ernal logic than by the social consequences of their
decisions;" thus, for the Court to declare itself unfit to decide
a matter which had been before it for five years is to raise
grave doubts abouts i:s capacity to q.eal ernpirically with the
content of contemporary in':ernatiot~al legal disputes"
In citing an unquestionable state of judicial propriety, the
Court might have been expected to refer to the Charter, its
ultimate const~tutive inst!'ument, but it did not. In its A'Lvards
of the Administrative Trib'"tLnal Opinion,":! the Court had taken
the position that it would be incor:sistem with the Charter's
expressed aim of advancing the cause of freedom and justice
for individuals, and with the preoccupation of the "C.N. to pron10te this aim~ for there to be no judiCial Or' arbitr21 remedy
availahle for the claims of the US:s own staff. In its selfdenial of the prop,iety of a judicial remedy fo, the inhabitants
of the Territory, however, the Coart seemed to be unaware
Or unwilling to concede thai. it, too, derives its institutional
objectives from the Charter. Certainly, the charge that the
Territory's inhabitants were being systematically deprived of
their individual f'reedom and justice is as deserVing of judicial
attention as the grievances which the U.N.'s acL--ninisirativ€
tribunal is likely to hear.
In fact, the case)s hun"lanitarian aspects were so pronounced
that. the Court felt Obliged to explain its refusal to consider
them, 'Gi-z:
Th~oughou:

this caSe it has been suggested, directly or indirectiy,
n,n'!lanitarian eor:siderations 111'e sufficient in t":tomselves to
generate legal rights and obligatic11-s, and that the Court can and
shou1d proceed accordit1g1y, The Court dOES not think so, It is
a court of law, and C2n take account of moral principles only in
so far as these 3re given B suffidehi expressior: in Jegal forrr:, Law
exists, h :5 mid, to serve a sociai heed; but precise:y for that

tha~

1'(:as01: it can do so only through and 'vithin the limiL'I of its own
d:sdplihe, Otherwise, it is not a legal service that wouid be
rendered,
, . Hun:allitariar: c:or:.siderations may const:tu1.e the inspirational
basi." fOT rules of law, just as, for i!1stance, the preambular parts
of ihe United Naticns Charter {:onstitute the moral and political
basis for the ,:;pecific legul provisions then:after set io::'th. Such
cOl;sideratjons do !lot, however, in themselves amount to ruLes
of law. An States are interested
have an :nterest-in such

Cr

A. Tv!. BICKEL, THE St:I-'REME COIJRT AND THE IDEA OF PROGRESS 175
(970) .
4:: Advisory Opinlcn on tl:e Effects of Awards of Compensa~ion by the
Ur:iied Nations Adm':'nis:l'ative Tribunal, ~1954J Le.•T. Rep. 57, See aiso
.Judge Read's dissenting opjniol1 in Anglo-Ira'1i811 Oi: Co" [1952J I.C .•I.
Rep. 143-44.
4,
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matters. But the existence of an 'i!1.terest' does not of itself entail
that this interest is specifica::y juridical in character. 43

It has been suggested earlier that transempirical imperatives
which stem from reified concepts of the Court's institutional
identity are api to become the sleeves of judicial legerdemain.
The preceding exce",,! is an example of a jurisprudential habit
which has lingered on without any regard for a change in
juridical environment. For if one simply accepts its appropriateness in the world community, and if its logic is to be taken
at its word, then in the absence of an authoritative legislature of international law even the most Widely-shared community expectations - rules, principles, standards, goal·objectives will be unlikely to possess "sufficient expression in
legal form;' until they have been translated into non-preambular treaty prescriptions. Yet, one knows that the Court does
not - under Article 38(1) of its Statute it cannot -ignore
custom or general principles of law recognized internationally.
The Court's invocation of presumed juridical imperatives thus
only serves to conceal how the individual judges go about
deciding which community expectations should be judicially
supported, which expectations should qualify as sufficiently
important or fundamental to be vindicated against what are
presumed to be natural limits of the judicial process."'
(b) The Namibia Opinion"
Professor Falk has suggested that some members of the
Court may have been subconsciously reacting to the ~xperience
of the Court's Cerla.in Expenses opinion4'! and decided that it
was better for the Court not to decide at all than to decide
and then have its decision ignored:
In essence, the Fitzmaurice-Sper:.der view of the IeJ role, which
carried the day, opposed entrusting any r()1t~ to the Court which
might make it ca:TY out judicially the will of the political organs
of the U.N,; better not to decide at all. 4'

In any case, following the announcement of the Court's decision,
the General Assembly took matters into its OWn hands, passing
a resolutior~Y~ which declared that:
Souih Africa has failed to blflll its obligations in respect of the
administra:.bn of the Mandated Territory and to eQsure the moral
43

[1966J Le.J. Rep. 24.

+4

Ct. BICKEL, supra note 17, at 55.

Advisory Op:ruon on the Legal Consequences for States of the Continued
Presence of SouLh Mrica in Namibia (South West Africa) NotwithSitand·
ing Securi~y Counci: Resolutior. 276 (1970), [1971) I.C.J, Rep, 16.
40 Certain Expe~ses of the United ~ationsj :1962J LC,J, Rep. at 155-56,
4, Fa~k, supra note 37, at 317-18.
<S G. A. Res. 2145 (XXI); 6, AM. J. INT'L L. 649 (1967),
41)
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and m9~eria! weH-be-lug and securi:y of the indigenous inhabitan:s of South West Africa, and has, in facti disavowed the
Mandate.

and decided that:
the Mat:u:iate cor:ferred upon his Britannic Majesty to be exercised
on his beha~f by the Government (If the Unlon of SOUL'I ~4.friC'a
is the:'efore te:-1"O)1natOO, that South Africa has 110 other righ: to
administer the Territory and 1hat henceforth South West Africa
come.;; under the direct resp{);).sibility of the United Nations.

The General Assembly continued to pursue the matter, implementing the foregoing resolution with one establishing a United
Nations Council for Namibia to administer the Territory until
independence.'''
It is worth recalling that the General Assembly did not ask
the Court for assistance in determining the lawfulness of South
Africa's administration of the Territory. Professor Dugard noted
at the time'" that the General Assembly had refrained from
doing so because (1) the Court might have declined to give
an opinion in accordance with the ruling in the Eastern Cardia
Case" that its advisory machinery shOUld not be used for obtaining a decision in an actual dispute between States; (2) after
the 1966 decision the Assembly was reluctant to send the matter back to the Court at all; (3) advisory opinions are not binding and South Africa had refused to accept the three earIier
ones; and (4) an advisory opinion dealing with South Africa's
compliance with the Mandate could do no more than augment
the judicial guidance the Assembly had already received in the
separate opinions of those judges who, in 1966, did direct their
attention to the ultimate merits of the dispute. Of the six
judges (out of fourteen) who examined the compatibility of
South Africa's administration of the Mandate in terms of the
obligation "to promote to the utmost" the welfare of the inhabitants of the Territory, only the South African, Judge ad hoc
Van Wyk, found in favor of South Africa."
The General Assembly, accordingly, arrived at its own findings and enllsted the cooperation of the Security Council,
which thereupon proceeded on the basis of the Assembly's
resolution. On March 29, 1969, the Council called upon South
Africa to immediately withdraw its administration from the
G~Res. 2248 (s-v). 5 U.N. GAOR Supp. 1, at I, UJ."'i. Doc. A/6657
(}967). Sec generalIy, Dugard, supra note 38; and Engen, The United
Nationti TraveL and Identity Document fo-1' Namibians , 65 AM. J, INT'L L.
571 0971).
of> Dugard, slWra note 38, at 82-83,
;;1 Eastern Carelia Case, P923] P,C.I,J, 5er, B, No.5.
"[1966] I.C.J. Rep. 140-193.

4\\
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Territory;'" on August 12, 1969, it once again called upon South
.'lirica to withdraw, "in any case before 4 October 1969;"" on
January 30, i970, it decided inteT alia to establisb an ad hoc
sub-committee to study! in consultation with the SecretaryGenera1, ways and means by which the relevant resolutions of
the Council could be effectively implemented;'" and, finally, on
July 29, 1970, the Council adopted a recommendation of the
sub-committee and requested the Court to render an adv~sory
opinion on the question:
What are the legal consequences for States of the ccntinued
presence of South Africa in .>1amihI8, notwithsta:..ding Security
Coline:l resolutIon 276 (1970) ';3 H

Nearly a year later, on June 21, 1971, the Court handed down
an opinion in which it found (1) (by a vote of 13 to 2) that
the continued presence of Sotah Africa in the Territory heing
illegal, South Africa is under an obligation to withdraw its
administration therefrom immediately and thus put an end to
its occupation of the Territory; (2) (by a vote of 11 to 4) that
C<.femhers of the U,N, are under an ohligation to recognize the
illegality of South Africa's presence in the Territory and the
invalidity of its acts on hE,half of the Territory, and to refrain
from any acts and in particular any dealings with the Government of South Africa implying recognition of the legality of,
or lending support or assistance to, such presence and administration, The latter conclusion was supplemented with one which
found it incumhent upon States which are not members of tbe
U,N. to give assistance, within the scope of the f[});egoing, in
the action which has been taken by the U,N, with regard to the
Territory,f;'!
Once it decided to render an opinion, the Court was obliged
to deal with two substantive issues; first, the competence of
the U,N, to supervise the Mandate; and second, the liability
of the Mandate to (unilateral) revocation," With respect to
the first of these, the Court relied heavily on its 1950 opinion,
observing that tbe well-being and development of the inhabitants of the mandated territories formed a "sacred trust of
civilization," The best method of giving practical effect to this
"S. C. Res, 264 (1969),
54 S, C. Res, 269 (1969).
;ill S. C, Res, 276 (1970).
"S, C. Res, 284 (1970),
,,' [1971, LC,J, Rep, 31-32,
38 In his rilsse:lting opinion, Judge :F'itzmaurice writes that in respeCt of both
these i.s5ues, "[TJhe fi:1dir.gs of the Ccurt involve fcrtnidable legal dit::i.
culties which the Opinion :";'1':1$ rat..1er than Tr.Eets, and sometimes hardly
;seems to notice at all."
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principle, the Court said, quoting from Article 22 of the Covenant of the League, was for "the tutelage of such peoples ...
[to] be entrusted to advanced nations who by reason of their
resources, their experience or their geographical position can
best undertake this responsibility, and who are willing to accept
it .. ,
The acceptance of a mandate on these tern1S constituted the assumption of a binding legal obligation, the Court
founo, and the q'..lestion of quis c~.stodie-:; ipsos C1.Ultodes? had
been given in terms of the Mandatory's accountability to international organs. Annexation of the mandated territories, towards
which the Court felt South Africa was hinting, was deemed
fundamentally at odds with the foregoing principles.
.H

South Africa had suggested that if it were maintained
the Mandate had lapsed, then she-- South Africa - would have
the right to administer the Territory by reason of a cOlnbinaHon of factors: its original _conquest: its long occupation; the
continuation of the sacred trust basis agreed to in 1920; and
"became its administration is to the benefit of the inhabitants
of the Territory and is desired by them."" This latter point
was supported, in effect, by two offers made by South Africa
during the hearings. The first of these, deferred by tbe Court
at the time (March, 1971), but subsequently rejected in light
of its findings, proposed the holding of a plebiscite in the Territory under the Courfs supervision, to determine whether it
was the wish of the inhabitants "that the Territory shOUld continue to be administered by the South African Government or
should henceforth be adminis:ered by the United Na~ions.Hth)
The second proposal, disposed of ir. an identical way by the
Court. was for the Court to permit South Africa to present
material bearing on the actual state of well-beir.g and development of the inhabitants, In deferring actior. on the two proposals, the Court had said it did not want to anticipate, or
appear to anticipate, its decision,
The problem which the proposals posed for the Court was
that either of ihem would have put it into cor.1petition with
the General Assembly, since that body had presumably borne
in mind the administration 0: the Mandate in reaching its findings, It will be recalled that the Security Council had not asked
the Court to revie\v tile Assembly'S findings and that the
Court's 1966 decision had left the distinct impression that the
Court prefers to leave such matters to other organs of the U,N,
When the Court ultimately came to reject South Africa's two
LC.J, Rep, 43,
IF'ld. at 2C.
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proposals, therefore, it did so on the groimds that it had already
determined tha: the Mandate had been validly terminated by
the General Assembly and that "in conseque!1ce South Africa's
presence in Namioia and its acts on behalf of or concerning
Namibia are illegal and invalid."n
Several governments had challenged the Assembly's adoption of resolution 2145 on the grounds that it had acted ultra
vires. The Court was thus confronted with the problem of
whether to assume the validity of the Assembly's actio!) or to
subject it to judicial review, The canons of interpretation open
to the Court were rife; it could find support for the proposition
that, on the one hand, it completely lacked authority to review
actions taken by other organs 0:: the U.N. without their specific
request to do so or, on the other hand, that judicial review was
implicitly authorized in the Security Council's request for an
advisory opinion (since i: must have foreseen that no legal
organ wOilld find legal consequences in action which had been
invalid ab initio).
What the Court chose :0 do was to say one thing and do
another; that is, :0 first declare itself without authority to
initiate judicia~ review, and, having satisfied one and all On that
score, to immediately thereupon declare it would undertake
such a review in the exerdse of its judiciaL f-unction:
Undoubtedly, the Court does not possess powers of judicial review
or appeal ir: tespe:::t of the decisions taken by the United Nations
orgaIls concerned. The question of the validity Or conformity with
the Charier of General ",!;.sse111bly resolution 2145 <XXI) or of reJated Security Coundl resolutions does not fonr. the subject of
the request (or (this] advisory opinion, However, in the exercise
of i::s judicial function ana since objections have been adval1cea
the Court, in the courSe of its reasoning, will consider these objections before deteI1!li!ling s.ns lega: conseque!lces arising from
these resolutions.!}::

In context, "will consider" appears to be a euphemism for "has
already decided 'to reject n and Hin the course of its :reasoningl'
seenlS to nlean ilin rationalizing conclusions it has a:rrived at
through other determinants." In political terms, the Com·t was
saying that it recognized i:self to be without ,c.uthority to review
or act as appellate cot:rt from actions taken by other principal
organs without their specific request to do so, but that no harm
would be done by its undertaking the forbidden review in the
instant case, And no harm was done, the Court upholding the
validity of both the Assembly's and the Council's actions.
oil

C2

rd. at 57-58.
Id. at 45.
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The CounciJs action waS :telatively easy to identify as belng
in furtherance of its responsibilities under Chapter V of the
Charter. The Assembly's action was held to be a tennination
of a relationship on account of "a deliberate and persistent
violation of obligations which destroys the very object and purpose of that relationship.'" To t.'rte contention that, since the
Covenant had not explicitly conferred upon the Council of the
League the right to terminate a mandate for misconduct of
the mandatory, the U.N. could not have succeeded to any such
power, the Court responded by invoking a general principle of
law that a right to terminate on account of breach must be
presumed to exist in all treaties, except - the Court remembered its 1950 finding that South Africa could not unilaterally
modify the status of the Territory - as regards provisions relating to the protection of the human person contained in treaties
of a humanitarian character. Thus) in the Coures view) the
revocability of the mandates by the superVIsory power had been
envisaged from the outset of the mandate system,
It had been maintained that the Assemhly, not being a
judicial organ and not having previously referred tf:e matter
to such an organ) was not competent to make its findings as to
the status of the Mandate. Referring for the only time in its
opinion to its 1966 decision, the Court recalled that the applicants had been told in that case that they lacked the right to
require the due perfonuance of the sacred trust and that any
divergencIes of view concerning tl:e conduct of a mandate had
their place in the political fielci, the settlement of which lay
he tween the mandatory and the competent organs of the l."ca15ue,
To deny to a poIitic8~ organ of the United Nations which is a successor 01 the League in that respect the right to act, on the argument that it lacks. competence to render what is desctibed as a
judicial decision, would not only be inconsistent but ".vould a..'11Ount
to a comp}ete der~ial of the remedies aVailable against :undamenta: nrec.::hes of an mte:-national under+...a1ting_il~

That, and little more, is the
of the opinion. If the Court
in 1966 saw fit to deny a judicial remedy, the Court in 1971
was not going to forbid a political one, for such a double denial
would amount to denying that the inhabitants of the Territory
could be protected under international law; in other words,
'that their human rights were recognizable as legal ol~eS. Correspondingly, the 1971 opinion should probably be read as
putting national sovereigns on record that they are answerable
{1!j

reI. at 49. The Court also r7~,;:1:;"'v~an argument that .resolution 2145
was invalid as a trfil1sfer of .
rd. at 50,
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at law for deprivations of human rights when they are acting
in an international fiduciary capacity,
One aspect of the Court's handling of the case certain to be
criticized long after the furor of the dispute has subsided is
its insensitivity to charges of jurjdical bias, spec1fically directed
against the Republic of South Africa, its Government and its
representatives. Several of the separate opinions went out of
their way to commend the presentation of South Africa's case,
perhaps in recognition of the sometimes preemptory way in
which its various objections and requests were denied, Throughout the history of the Court, and its predecessor, the Permanent
Court of International Justice, the ract and appearance of impartiality have been scrupulously maintained by the Court.
Article 17(2) of the Statute provides that
No member [of the Court] may participate in the decision of any
case in which he has previously taken putt a5 agent, cmmsel, or
advocate for one of the parties, or as a r.lem ber of a naEonal
or international court, or of. a COr.1mission of enquiry, 0: in any
oUler capacity,

Paragraph 3 of Article 17 leaves to the Court the resolution of
any doubts as to the applicability of the provision in a given
instance, but the substance, clearly, puts a burden of proof on
a judge acclmed of violating the provision, In the South West
Africa Cases, as noted, Judge Zafrullah Khan had reluctantly
recused himself from sitting, a circumstance which has never
been publicly explained, but one nonetheless which hindsight
shows to have been decisive in the outcome of the judgment,
In Namibia, Zafrullah Khan was the President of the Court,
In Namibia, South Africa had objected to the participation
of three of the judges: Zafrullah Khan, Padilla "ervo and
Morozov, In each case, the objection was based upon what had
allegedly been statements and active participation by the judge
in the South West Africa dispute in his former capacity as representative of his government at the U,N, during the pendency
of the debates over the dispute, In Judge Morozov's case, these
activities allegedly continued through the period in whjch the
General Assembly was taking its substantive action upon which
the Security Council's request for an advisory opinion was based,
In Judge Zafrullah Kahn's case, attention was also drawn to
his having been named as ad hoc judge by Ethiopia and Liberia
in the South West Africa Cases, prior to his election as a regular member of the Court·'
64.

See Statement of the Government of South Afrlca dated 'November 19,
1970, a: 121-26 and .l\nnexes B, C, D and F to eh, IV therE'of [he:!'einafter
cited as 1970 statement],
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The Court rejected all three objections, citing its refusal
to accede to a sImilar objection to the composition of the berH'h
by South Africa in the South West Africa Cases" (but neglecting to point out thai the vote to deny South Africa's objection
in that instance had been a mere 8 to 6), and also citing four
PClJ "precedents" which, presumably, bear on the point at
issue"" The Court took no note of Zafrullah Khan's having
recused himself in 1966,
The present writer must acknowledge his inahility to comprehend the similarity between the situations involved in the
precedents and the statements ar.d activities complained of
by South Africa in e,rlengio, One of the precedents, in fact,
turned on a specific finding that the previous functions whose
compatibility was in question (the judge himself having asked
the Court for guidance) were not objectionable "since they had
been exercised before th.e dispute actually before the Court had
arisen. "ilT Inasmuch as the Court's opinion in Namibia integrates the General Assembly's action in adopting resolution
2145 with the subsequent Security Council action leading to
the request for an advisory opinion, it is difficult to See how the
precedent applies, particularly in the case of Judge Morozov,
The Court must have regarded the instances it cited as
verification of the principle that service as a representative of
one's government does not in itself bring Article 17 into play,
However, the judges to whom South Africa had objected were
ones who it maintained had played such leading and outspoken
roles in the attacks on South Africa as to far exceed the
normal bounds of representative advocacy, Indeed, it is difficult
to perceive the rational basis on which the Court was able to
conclude that previous activities of the three judges did other
than cast doubt on the impartiality of the judges themselves
and, for that matter, on the bench as a who;e, It is possible, of
course, that the Court drew upon material not available to the"
public, in which case it would have been more candid to reveal
the existence of such sources than to cite previously decided
instances of dubiOUS comparability, It should be noted that five
judges expressed serious reservations about the Court's rejec~,,;ion
of South Africa l ;; objections to the conlposition of the bench.
South Africa's request for the appointment of an ad hoc
GJ
GG

w,

Order dated 18 March 1965.
p.e,IJ, ser. A, No, 1, at 11; P.CI.J, ser. C, No, 84, at 535; P.c.I.J. ser, E,
No.4, at 270; P.C,lJ. seT, E, Nc. 81 at 251.
P.c.I.J, ser, E, No.4, at 270. See aIsc P,C.I.J. ser. E, No.6. at 282; and
cotnpare P.C,LJ, ser, E, No, 7, at 287.
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judge was also rejected. 68 From the Court's opinion, it appears
that this denial resulted from a finding that the Court was not
acting "upon a legal question actually pending between two or
more States," these being the words of Rule 83 of the Court's
rules of procedure which brings into play Article 31 of the
Statute (that being the provision for the appointment of ad hoc
judges). South Africa, recalling the 1962 decision, contended
that if it had been correctly decided, then the relevant legal
question before the Court did indeed relate to an existing dispute between South Africa and other States.'" The existence of
such a dispute was also relevant to South Africa's claim that
the Court, in the exercise of its discretion under Article 65(1)
of the Charter, ought to decline to give an opinion.
South Africa advanced two sets of factors for the Court to
bear in mind in deciding whether or not to entertain the question posed by the Security Council. The first was the immensity
of the political pressure to which the Court had been subjected
as a result of its 1966 decision and the continuing pressure it was
allegedly under to "make amends" by deciding against South
Africa in the instant case. 70 The Court replied in the imperative:
It would not be proper for the Court to entertain these observations, bearing as they do on the very nature of the Court
as the principal judicial organ of the United Nations, an organ
which, in that capacity, acts only on the basis of the law, independently of all outside interference or interventions whatsoever,
in the exercise of the judicial functions entrusted to it alone
by the Charier and its Statute. A court functioning as a court of
law can act in no other way.71

Self-righteous indignation often, as here, is a diversionary tactic,
avoiding the question by pretending that it is so preposterous
that its mere consideration is an unworthy enterprise. Nevertheless, say what it will, the Court had been put on notice·and publicly, too -..- that its choice was between coming into
harmony with the attitude toward South Africa prevailing in
the General Assembly and Security Council, on the one hand,
and going out of existence, on the other. 72 The correct response

---Order dated

29 January 1971.
1970 statement, supra note 64, at 10l.
70 ld. at 104 passim,
7ll1971] I.c.J. Rep. at 23.
72 Even in the General Assembly's Sixth Committee (Legal), the Court
was under attack. An initiative in that Committee to study ways 01
enhancing the role of the Court evoked little enthusiasm other than
from its twenty initial sponwrs, some outright hostility - mostly from
the Soviet Union, which maintains that the existing allocation of competence among the U.N.'s organs ought not be reconsidered - and
fairly widespread apathy, Sponsors of the initiative were obliged
to seek safety in a compromise resolution postponing until the twentysixth se:-:sion of the General Assembly consideration of tbe question
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fo:: the Court to have given would have consisted of an examination of its collective predispositions, to determine whether
the circun:stances in which the question came before the Court
precluded its impartial adjudication, The statement that courts
of law, by their very nature, act independently of all outside
interference or interventions whatsoever is simply untenable;
they de> not always do so, and as South Africa maintained,
ought to decline to hear any case presented in which the i..:diciary's collective impartiality or freedom from outside interference is seriously in doubt In the international arena, that
doubt may be resolved in the first instance by the Court itself,
and in the final analysis by the political process which transforms the Court's rulings into social action, The Court, in
effect, chose to leave the matter entirely to the political process.
If you doubt our integrity, it appeared to say, that is too fundamental an objection for us to consider ourselves,
South Africa had put forward a second combination of
factors which, it said, compelled the conclusion that, even if
the Court were entitle a to render an advisory opinion, it should
as a matter of judicial discretion decline to do so. Article
65 (1) of the Statute authorizes the Court - but does not require
it ~ to give an advisory opinion on Hany legal question" asked
of it by an authorized body. South Africa conceded that there
is no precise line between "legal" and "political" questions and
that a "political" question may also be a I'legal" one. 12 However, it felt that the question posed by the Security Council
was so intertwined with political issues and had a political
background in which the Court itself had become so embroiled
that the proper exercise of the Court's judicial functions was
seriously compromised, Moreover, South Africa contended, the
relevant legal dispute related to an existing dispute between
South Africa and other States, a circumstance which the Permanent Court, in the Eastern Carelia case, had regarded as ren"
dering the advisory machinery of the Court inappropriate,
Finally, South Africa argued, in order to answer the question
posed by South Africa the Court would have to decide legal
and factual issues which were actually in dispute, a circumof whether to establish an ad hoc committee to study the role of the
Court. Those who mainiEin hope for the nTospects of inte!:'national
adjudication will seek to e!llis~ enough diplomatic support to establish
the committee l but even now the prospects for any substantive !'ecom~
mendatiollS the committee may ultimately make a::-c regarded as Ul1~
certain. Had the Namibia opinion gone m fava.:- of South Africa uncertainty might have become improbabiW.:y.
'
7:1 1970 statement, rupTCl note 64, at ]02,
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stance which Eastern Cardia also noted as a factor leading to
its conclusion not to hear the question therein posed,
In that case, the Council of the League had requested an
opinion on whether the Peace Treaty of October 14, 1920
between Finland and Russia and an annexed Declaration thereto
by the Russian Delegation regarding the autonomy of Eastern
Carelia placed Russia under an obligation to Finland to carry
out the Treaty's provisions with respect to that region, Russia,
not a Member of the Leagt;e, had categorically refused to take
part in the League's consideration of the dispute and had objected to the Court's hearing the case on the further grounds
that it was a matter falling within Russia's own domestic
jurisdiction,
Article 14 of the Covenant or the League, in effect at the
time of the Eastern Carella case. authorized tbe Permanent
Court to render an advisory oplnion on "any dispute or question
referred to it" by an authorized organ, The difference in language
between this Article 14 and Article 65 of the Statute has had the
effect, inter alia, of encouraging the Court to emphasize that
treaty interpretation, for example, is a distinctly judicial task;"
however, as South Afriea rightly maintained in its Statement,"
this did not mean that the interpretation of an international
instrument was invariably a tasK the Court ought to undertake,
In Eastern CareHa, the Court had declined to give an advisory opinion on several grounds, the first being that the
opinion bore upon an actual dispute between Finland and
Russia and that
It is well established in international law that no State can! without its consent, be compelled to submit .its disputes with other
State~ either to mediatjon or to arbitra:ion, or to any other kind
of pacific settl('ment,16

In addition, the Permanent Court had felt it inexpedient to
attempt to deal with the question because it turned upon a
determination of factual issues which the Court, in the absence
of Russia's cooperation, would be at a disadvantage in making,
In dicta for which the case has become noted, the Court then
said:
The Court is aware cf the fact that it is not requested to decide
a dispute, but to give an adviso::y opinicn. Thls circ11lnsiance,
however, does not essentjal:y modify the above considerations.
The question put to the Cou!i is not one of abstract law, but concerns directly the main poi£.t of the controversy between Fin*
74
7:;

See Gordon, supra note 3, at 800.
1970 statement, supra note 64, at 10L

1ep.C,LJ. seI. B, No, 5J at 27,
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land and Russia, and can only be decided by an investigation into
the facts underlyir:.g the c.asc. Ans.wering the question would be
substantially equivalent to dec:dbg -:he dispute between the
parties. Tne Court, being a Court of Justice, cannot, even in giv~
ing advisory opinion~, depart from the essential rules gldding
[its] activity aE a CourtJ7

Distinguishing Eastern Carella, the Court in Namibia pointed
out, inter aHa) that South Africa had been a ~'Iember of the
'C'nited Nations, had been bound by the decision of its competent
organ to request an advisory opinion, and had actually appeared
before the Court and addressed itself to the merits. The Security Council's request did not relate to a legal dispute actually
pending between two or more States (or, for that matter, between South Africa and the U.N.):
It is not the purpose of the request to obtaill the assistance of the
Court in the exercise of the Sccun:y Councirs functions relating
to the pacific settlemEnt of a disputE: penciing before it bctt,¥een
tWG or more States. The request is put forwarci by a United
Nations organ with reference to :t.s own decisions and it seeks
advice from the Court O!1 the cor.sequences and implications of
these decisions. 7 $

Some fact-finding is inherent in all advisory opinions, the Court
noted, adding that this had been true of the three previous
advisory opinions on SO<lth West Africa in which South Africa
had not seen fit to question the propriety of the Court's giving
Recalling its Genocide Convention opinion," the Court oban opinion,
Recalling its Genocid.e Convention opinion,79 the Court observed that a "reply to a request for an Opinion should not, in
principle, oe refused."&I' It found no compelling reasons to refuse
to do so in the instant case:
Moreover, ~the Court] feels that by replying to the req~est it
would not only 'remain faithful to the requirements of its Judicial
character'
bu: [would] also discharge its functions as 'the
prinCipal judicial O:'gan 01 the United Nations' ... ,&1

The point the Court chose not to stress, once again, was
that the international law prevailing in the days of the Eastern
Carelia case (1923) was sovereignty-oriented, that the Premanent Court's dicta grew out of the notion that it could not
compel Russia to reach a pacific settlement In other parts of
its Na.mibia opinion, the Court gave a detailed account of the
j j Id. at 29.
"[1971] I.C.J. Rep, at 24,
7f! t"'\rlviso!'y Opinion on Reservations to the Conve!11jot. on the Prevention
and Punjshment of the Crime oi Geno~jde, ~ 195J] I.e,J. Rep. at 19.
"[1971] I.e.J. Rep, at 27.
51 Id, T~e refc~enc& to remaining faithful to :he requirements of its iudj~
cial character 2-l1udes to the Court's Advisory Opi!1ion on the Constitution of the Maritime Safety Committee of the Inter-Governmental Con~
sultative Org2-nization, [1960J I.e,J, Rep, at 150,
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changes in international law since the 1'landateJ s origin, observing at one point that
it.:: interpretab:::n [of t:to Mar.o.s..te.l caJ:no: remain unaffected by
the subsequ2,;~t developrr:ent of ~aw, through the Charter of the
Unlted ~s..tions and by \.vay of caslQmary law. ,. In this domain,
as elsewhe;:e, the corpus jurLs g;;ntiuIn ha", beer. considerably enriched, and this the Cou~1, if it is faithfuily to dlsctarge its functions, may not ignore. s:::

In Namibia, y,nZike the South West Africa Cases, the Court
smv as its duty! or perhaps as its only liie-sustaining choice 1
following the political lead of the General Assembly and the
Security CounciL From the stanripoint of institutional wisdom
the Court's conclusion was understandable, Whether or 1',ot it
will senre the Court in the long run; however; remains to be
seen, for the Court is not apt to be judged favorably, in Hottelet's terms of reference) for merely surviving.
Nor, after the current anti,South Africa sentiment has gone
its historical way, is the Court's too avid rejection of that gov,
ernment's every claim likely to impress future analysts of the
principal judicial organ, Denunciation of South Africa's racial
policies n1ay indeed be called for and one may not reasonably
doubt that the \clandate has been abused in th,s respect. That
the Court accepted as its own concurrent responsibility such
denunciation may be laudable in its own right, but does not
entirely redeem an otherwise uninspired judicial performance,
SoME CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

The South West Africa litigation presented the Court with
prodigious problems, not so much because of the nature of the
dispute, as is often maintained, but because the dispute's history
attaches to two distinct periods in the modern development of
international law, periods which have boen accompanied by corresponding changes in the nature of adjudication generally, and
the adjudicative process of the Court in particular, What riistinguishes the South West Africa Cases from the Namibia opinion, as much as the specific holdings themselves, are the dive.Tgent expectations concerning the nature, of the Court as a
decision-making process, the juridical releva!1ce of the objectives
of the Charter and the social Qutcom" of the Court's judgments,
and the role the Court should play within the larger political
process of ~vhich its ciecision-rnakil:g is a part. These divergent
attitudes must be inferre,l; neither of the two judgments pauses
to consider them rationally,
82

[1971] j,C,J, Rep, at 31.
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Were the judge" to have adopted an attitude of existential
,respon"ibility for developing the institution, in acco"dance with
the requirements of international life, then the trouolesome
litigation discussed herein by now would have served the purpose of enhancir:g the potential utility of the Court to the world
community, However, beset oy a decline in popular enchantment with international adjudication as a dispute settlement
modality, the judges have instead chosen to cling publicly to
outworn jurisprudential banners and to accept the verity of
reified concepts which, ror the most part) are alienated from
rational and empirical judicial analysis. Dancing to rhythms the
band is no longer playing, the Court remains inelegantly out of
step, its latest judgment more popular than its earlier one, but
no less an attempt to vindicate old orthodoxies in the face of
new experiences.

